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etting paid to travel around the world sounds
like a dream job to most people. Travel Managers
of international companies, whose task it is to
streamline their company’s travel arrangements,
know the truth is less glamourous.
The Belgian Association of Travel Managers (BATM)
groups over 120 Senior Executives of Belgian,
European and Global HQ of multinationals and
associations, based in Brussels and all of Belgium.
Together the members of BATM handle a travel
budget in excess of one billion Euro annually, spent
on the global business travel expenditure of their
companies. (source: www.BATM.be)
BBT Online publisher Karin de Graauw was a
corporate Travel Manager herself before she founded
the magazine, and understands the mission of BATM.
Pascal Struyve, Global Travel & Meeting Services
Director of Ingersoll Rand and President of BATM
knows both sides of the story well, because he
travelled extensively throughout his career. He
explains the importance of the association. “BATM
is not only an advocate for the economic impact of
business travel but also about the responsibility of
care for all those business travellers. Our members
manage big budgets for their company and must look
after the cost-control and efficiency. But the safety
and wellbeing of our people ‘on the road’ is equally
important”. Company employees may be working in
dangerous places, traveling across time-zones and

last-minute urgencies make it necessary to change
plans. This makes the nature of booking business
travel arrangements so different from holiday
planning. Basically, regardless of the circumstances,
it is business as usual. There is the constant need
to ‘perform’ despite jetlag and discomfort of travel.
Today’s traveller wants to be able to have access,
anytime, anywhere on any device. Travel Managers
juggle all those needs.
Pascal continues: “BATM members participate
in network events and in quarterly educational
seminars, like the one offered today. Since
September 2005 BATM is linked with the Association
of Corporate Travel Executives (ACTE) which is a
worldwide organisation with chapters in every
continent. Apart from the networking and education
BATM has an annual award event to elect the Travel
Manager of the year.”
Streamlining business-tourism
It’s not new but still true that it is business
‘tourism’ - as opposed to holiday travel – that really
keeps scheduled airlines and hotel chains afloat.
Corporations know, and Conrad Hilton understood a
long time ago that the face2face meeting helps seal
the deal. In addition, the world of consulting, science
and politics depend on global relations that cannot be
maintained online only. With globalisation, the need
for safe and solid quality of service to the business
traveller has become ever more important, also or
especially in remote places.
Sara Dessole (HRS) is an expert in aspects of travel management

The HRS team presents corporate travel sourcing and payment solutions

In the ever-changing landscape of our digital reality,
travel-sites were some of the earliest adopters of
the world wide web. You could say they were the
first webshops. Out of the IATA ticketing system
for airlines, originally using telex and fax before the
web’s invention (only 20 years ago!) grew the Global
Distribution Systems (GDS).
In Europe Amadeus and in the US Galileo or Sabre
made it possible, not only to book a flight but check
and provide online availability for hotel rooms and car
rental. Hotel reservation groups like Steigenberger
(now Deutsche Hospitality) Golden Tulip Hotels
Worldwide or HRS (now HRS Global Hotel Solutions)
quickly moved on from their hard copy hotel
directories to putting all their content online.
Hotel rooms for trade fairs
HRS-Global Hotel Solutions was a ‘start-up’ in the
early ’70, founded in Germany by Robert Ragge in an
old grocery store in his hometown Koln. In 2007 son
Tobias Ragge took over and these days the company
has offices on every continent. Funnily, the core
business was always to provide hotel rooms and
additional services for travellers on business trips,
initially foremost for visitors of trade fairs.

Today the HRS team have come to speak to BATM
about quality aspects of corporate lodging. HRS
speaks about a holistic approach to make the life
of travel managers easier; their services include
sourcing, monitoring and paying for bookings up to
handling the entire cost-control process. HRS has
made good use of the internet boom in the 90’s and
the more recent development of artificial intelligence
(AI). Now they can collect and process vast amounts
of data about both the supply and demand for
business travel in a city or region.
The presentation for BATM was started by HRS
Benelux Managing Director Joost van den Bemd. It
was an introduction that immediately establishes
a recurring issue for corporate travel management.
Joost called it ‘leakage’, referring to the amount
of money ‘leaking’ away due to non-compliance
with the corporate travel policy. He explains; “rate
contracting with airlines is transparent. There are
less players in the market. But the landscape of hotel
accommodation is completely different. Deals look
good on paper; hotel chains offer fantastic rates but
many times the correct rates are not actually applied
when the traveller is in the hotel. The breakfast that
should be included isn’t and on dates that there was
enough availability the hotel blocked the discounted
BATM unites travel managers and suppliers
Gunes Metin (Penta) highlights the viewpoint of the accommodation provider
Host hotel was Parker Hotel Brussels

A Kahoot online quiz got participants involved

rate. HRS knows this because we can track and
analyse information quickly.”
One of the services offered by HRS is to do the
whole business of accommodation sourcing and
contracting on behalf of the Travel Managers. With
the in-dept market information and with a system
of ‘auctioning’ in regions, this service of HRS is called
Market Place. But contracting and loading a rate is
just the beginning as it happens before anyone starts
travelling. The next step is monitoring and getting
a grip on what happens during the stay. For this
purpose, the HRS service includes company payment
cards and expense-accounting. This was the focus of
today’s presentation.
Sara Dessole from the HRS office in Milan explained
this aspect, using a case study of one of her clients;
cruising company Costa Cruises. The travel managers
in the audience could easily relate to the story Sara
told; once people are in the field, for several reasons
the company travel policy isn’t being followed.
These reasons may be that no contracted hotels are
available in the area people travel to, the employee

wants to book his/her own preference, contracted
hotels do not offer the contracted rate, only cash
payment is accepted (remote areas), lost or wrong
VAT receipts etc. All of this can happen in phase
two of the experience; during the travel. The last
part is the process is the admin part; registration of
expenses, loading and checking receipts, booking and
filing of the admin.
Sara explained that this is where the holistic approach
of HRS becomes apparent; With a personalised ‘credit
card’ (or debit card as may be ) and a smart phone
the traveller has access online, to the admin system
that does everything from booking and amending to
registering payment and invoices. This way everyone
is happy; the travel manager builds up data about
compliance of their travel policy and spends less time
dealing with rate contract issues. The traveller has
the flexibility of processing last minute changes while
being on the road and doesn’t have to manually fill
out expense accounts. Back in the office, the financial
department has easy access to the complete expense
account admin.
The BATM Board was all smiles at the good turnout for the event
Participants debate the reality of payment options for their travellers

There was an excellent attendance and participation

After Sara’s presentation there was a lively panel
discussion with Pascal Struyve, Sara Dessole (HRS)
and for the hotel sector Gunes Metin from Penta
Hotels. Payment expert Michael Fuerer from AirPlus
added his expert knowledge.
There were many questions from the floor, mostly
about the practical implications of the payment card
system. Companies with offices in remote places
where only cash payment seems to be accepted
were asking about the application. Other companies
need to book groups rather than individual business
travellers and for project management long-stay
may be needed. The nature of these requirements
can make it hard for a company to fit a deal into a
company travel policy. Pascal Struyve brought up the
touchy subject of the lengthy annual process of hotel
rate contracting. This is where Joost van den Bemd
was able to conclude the afternoon with the promise

that the next presentation to BATM could be about
HRS sourcing service.
The event took place at the Parker Hotel Brussels
and started with a well-presented walking lunch.
Afterwards networking continued with a drink in
de bar, overlooking the garden. More than seventy
BATM members were present and it was clear that
the association fulfils the need for conversation and
brainstorming with peers. BBT Online will keep you
posted about other interesting seminars.
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